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Abstract: Transforming large amounts of data takes a lot of 
processing time so that the optimization technique is required. 
One way that can be used to perform optimization is 
multithreading. Nowadays, processor is proliferating. The average 
processor in community is multi-core processor that can do 
parallel processing. Prior to the emergence of Web Workers, 
JavaScript is a poor programming language for parallel 
programming. The emergence of Web Workers allows JavaScript 
to do a better job in parallel programming. Fork Join Pool is a 
method that implements the Divide and Conquers algorithm, so it 
is suitable for the use in multithreading. This data transformation 
library was created by implementing the ForkJoinPool method 
using Web Workers technology in JavaScript. This program is 
written in JavaScript and HTML language. Based on results of 
testing phase that has been done, it is proven that ForkJoinPool 
method can be implemented using Web Workers technology in 
JavaScript as a data transformation library. In addition, it can be 
concluded that the data transformation library usage affects the 
speed of data transformation which depends on the data 
transformation complexity. The higher the complexity of data 
transformation performed, the effectiveness in the use of data 
transformation libraries will increase. 

Index Terms: Fork Join Pool, JavaScript, Data Transformation 
Library, Multithreading, Web Workers.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past two decades, multithreading on multi-core 
processors has been used to improve software performance 
[1]. Currently, multi-core processors are hardware, which is 
growing very rapidly, so it is a must to develop multi-thread 
software [2]. When compared to other programming 
languages, JavaScript is a poor programming language in 
parallel programming [3]. Today, on modern computer 
systems, on average they have used multi-core processors, 
even on mobile devices. However, this is very contrary to 
traditional JavaScript that still uses a single-threaded 
execution model. Therefore, HTML5 provides 
multithreading capabilities through Web Workers that can be 
implemented in JavaScript [4]. 

Research conducted by Okamoto and Kohana has 
successfully implemented Web Workers in a web-based 
multiplayer game. Web Workers are used to calculating the 
position of the avatar then update the position to the server. 
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At first, the entire load calculation of the avatar position is 
done by the server. However, as players number increase, 
server load also increases. Therefore, Web Workers are used 
to sharing the server load to the client. If you use Web 
Workers, the position update is done every half a second, 
while without using Web Workers the updates are done every 
five seconds [5]. To transform massive amounts of data still 
takes much time. Research conducted by Aminudin and Alwi 
has succeeded in utilizing multithreading programming to 
speed up data transformation time on Apache Mahout. In 
their study, it is known that the existence of multithreading 
programming can improve performance in transforming data 
on Apache Mahout. From the test that had been carried out 
using 20 million data, it was obtained the results of testing on 
a single-thread with transformation data time of 2,218 
seconds. Whereas in testing using four threads, it was 
obtained 764 seconds [6]. Another research on the usage of 
multithreading to optimize the Apple Lossless Audio Codec 
Algorithm using NVIDIA CUDA architecture also had been 
done by Ahmed et al. [7]. ForkJoinPool is a method from 
Java that allows parallel programming and is responsible for 
managing all fork-join tasks in all programs [8]. 
ForkJoinPool implements the Divide and Conquer algorithm 
and the Work Stealing algorithm. Divide and Conquer is a 
paradigm in computing. By using this paradigm, the solution 
of a problem is obtained by solving the subproblems 
recursively [9]. Meanwhile, Work Stealing is an algorithm 
that allows an idle processor to help other processor jobs [10]. 
Therefore, ForkJoinPool is suitable for transforming large 
amounts of data by utilizing multi-core processors to run the 
multithreading process [8]. Research conducted by Ponge has 
successfully implemented ForkJoinPool in Java to calculate 
the number of words in a collection of documents. The 
calculation of the words number by using two cores takes 
11.026 seconds. The calculation of the words number by 
using four cores takes 8.329 seconds. Calculation of the 
words number by using eight cores requires 4.208 seconds, 
while the calculation of the words number by using 12 cores 
takes 2.876 seconds. If the calculation of the words number is 
done by using single-thread, it takes approximately 18 
seconds [11]. Based on the series of problems described 
above, this study implements the ForkJoinPool method using 
Web Workers technology in JavaScript as a data 
transformation library and to know the effect of this 
implementation on data transformation speed in JavaScript. 
Library in the context of programming is a set of codes or 
functions that have been compiled so that they can be used by 
programmers by calling defined functions [12]. By using the 
library, the programmer does not need to write the same code 
repeatedly because the programmer can call the function that 
has been defined in a library [13]. 
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II. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this section, first, we will briefly explain the 
multithreading and web workers technology concept in 
HTML5. Then, we continue with the explanation of data 
transformation and ForkJoinPool method being used in this 
study. 

A.  Multithreading 

Multithreading is a type of process execution model that 
allows multiple threads to run several processes separately 
[14]. Multithreading can only be implemented on processors 
that have more than one core. 

Based on the size of each task that must be completed by 
one thread, the level of parallelism is divided into two, 
namely Fine-grain parallelism and Coarse-grain parallelism. 
In Fine-grain parallelism, an enormous task will be broken 
down into several small-sized tasks. Whereas in Coarse-grain 
parallelism, an enormous task will be broken down into 
several tasks whose size is still relatively large. The 
advantage of Fine-grain parallelism over Coarse-grain 
parallelism no other than it is facilitating the load balancing, 
where each thread will get a balanced portion of the task. In 
Fine-grain parallelism, to do 100 small-sized tasks requires 
100 threads, whereas in Coarse-grain parallelism, to do 100 
tasks requires less than 100 threads. Based on the explanation 
above, the creation of a library will use the Coarse-grain 
parallelism level [15]. 

B. Web Workers Technology 

Web Workers is a new feature introduced in HTML5, 
which allows JavaScript to create a separate thread from the 
main thread and allows JavaScript to be executed in the 
background. The advantages of Web Workers are that 
foreground tasks and user experience are not affected by the 
script execution in the background [16]. 
 

 
Figure1. How the Web Workers Works [17] 

 
Figure 1 describes how Web Workers works; meanwhile 

Table 1 informs the limitation of Web Workers. 
 

Table1. Limitation of Web Workers [17] 
Function name Enabled or Disabled 
Navigator object Enabled 
Location object Enabled (read-only) 
XMLHttpRequest Enabled 
setTimeout() Enabled 
setInterval() Enabled 
Window object Disabled 
Document object Disabled 
Parent object Disabled 
DOM Disabled 

C.  Data Transformation 

Data transformation is the process of changing each 
element of the data, whether changes in the value or the 
structure of the element. There are several types of data 
transformation referred to in this study, such as basic 
Mathematical operations [18] and data processing with string 
data types [19]. 

There are four kinds of basic Mathematical 
operations, namely addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division. The addition is a Mathematical operation that sums 
up a number with other numbers. The reduction is a 
Mathematical operation that subtracts a number from other 
numbers. Multiplication is a Mathematical operation that 
multiplies a number by another number, while division is a 
Mathematical operation that divides a number from other 
numbers [20]. Whereas there are several operations that can 
be performed on data with string data types, such as concat 
and replace [21]. Equation 1 is a type of data transformation 
that will be used in the trial process. Equation 1 is the formula 
used to calculate a student grade at Universitas Multimedia 
Nusantara. 
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 = (0.3 ∗ 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) + (0.3 ∗ 𝑀𝐼𝐷) + (0.4 ∗
 𝐹𝐼𝑁𝐴𝐿) (1) 

D.  Fork Join Pool Method 

ForkJoinPool is a method that allows parallel processing 
of data, where the processing work is divided into k tasks 
where each task will be processed in parallel by the processor 
cores (Fork). After all tasks have been processed, the results 
of each task will be combined (Join) into one [22]. The 
maximum number of task branching is as many as the 
number of cores on the processor [23].  

One of the advantages of ForkJoinPool is implementing 
the Work Stealing algorithm [24]. When a worker thread has 
finished executing a task and no work can be done by the 
worker thread, the worker thread can help to complete the 
task on another thread. 

 

 
Figure2. How the ForkJoinPool Works [25] 
 

Figure 2 explains how the ForkJoinPool method works.  
 

 
Figure3. How the Fork Works [26] 
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Figure 3 explains how the Fork works. By dividing each 
task into smaller tasks, each of these smaller tasks can be 
executed in parallel using a different processor or even a 
different thread on the processor. A task will only divide 
itself into a smaller task if the task is sizeable. Because if the 
task to be broken down is a small task, there is a possibility 
that the time needed for the execution process in parallel will 
be higher than sequential execution [26].        

Figure 4 explains how the Join works. When a task splits 
itself into several small tasks, the tasks will wait for each 
other until all tasks are executed. Then the main task will 
combine all the results into one [26]. 

 
Figure4. How the Join Works [26] 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we explain the research results which had 
been implemented into two different web-based systems. The 
first one is to calculate simple grading results using a vast 
number of randomly generated data, while the second one is 
the cryptographic data website to encrypt and decrypt the vast 
number of data automatically. Later, the testing results will 
be discussed in the last subchapter.  

A. Implementation Results 

The appearance of the grade calculation website can be 
seen in Figure 5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5. The Appearance of the Grade Calculation Website 
 

 In Figure 5, there is information about the data format 
used in the testing, the amount of data used, the number of 
threads used, and the total time needed to calculate the grade 
for all data. The cryptographic website display can be seen in 
Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Cryptographic Website Display
  

In Figure 6, there is information about the data format 
used in the testing, the amount of data used, the number of 
threads used, the algorithm used, and the total time needed to 
encrypt or hash the data. 

B. Testing Results 

There are two websites that are used to test the library, 
namely grade calculating and cryptographic websites. Both 
websites are tested using the same scenario. 

The library testing scenario is to transform data using the 
library that has been created where the library is implemented 
on both websites that have been made using one, two, four, 
and eight threads. The testing of the grade calculation website 
was carried out using Equation 1. The testing of 
cryptographic websites was carried out using CryptoJs 
library with three popular encryption methods, namely 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Secure Hash 
Algorithms 384 (SHA384), and SHA512 [27, 28]. The trial 
was conducted to determine whether the ForkJoinPool 
method implementation uses Web Workers technology in 
JavaScript as a data transformation library affecting the speed 
of data transformation. As for some limitations that need to 
be known, namely the number of threshold variables always 
initialized by the amount of data divided by the number of 
threads and the variable tested in this study is only the speed 
of data transformation.  

The data transformation process is performed on N data 
and Y thread. The data used in the trial is random data. The 
threshold amount is determined based on the results of N 
divided by Y. Trials are carried out three times for each N 
data group and Y thread. As an illustration, the password 
encryption test was carried out three times for 1,000 data and 
one thread. Then the results obtained from the trial were 
averaged three times. After that, the trial was conducted for 
1,000 data and two threads three times. The trial results 
between using one thread and two threads are compared. If 

the results obtained show a non-significant difference, then 
the amount of data is changed to 10,000 data. Therefore, the 
amount of data used is adaptive, depending on the results of 
previous tests. The parallelism that is done is Coarse-grain 
parallelism to the amount of data that is processed. After all 
trials have been carried out, the results of the trial 
recapitulation are carried out. 
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Figure7. Relation of Data Amount with Speed Ratio on Grade Calculation Website 

 
Figure 7 is a line graph that shows the relationship 

between the amount of data and speed on the grade 
calculation website. The speed ratio in question is the speed 
ratio between N threads to 1 thread where the amount of data 

used is appropriate on the graph. From Figure 7, it can be 
seen that the more data used during the trial, the lower the 
speed ratio between N threads to 1 thread. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Relation of Data Amount with Speed Ratio on Cryptographic Website using AES Algorithm 
 

Figure 8 is a line graph showing the relationship between 
the amount of data and speed on a cryptographic website with 
the AES algorithm. The speed ratio in question is the speed 
ratio between N threads to 1 thread where the amount of data 
used is appropriate on the graph. From Figure 8, it can be 
seen that the more data used during the trial, the higher the 
speed ratio between N threads to 1 thread. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Based on the research conducted, it can be concluded that 
the ForkJoinPool method has been successfully implemented 
using Web Workers technology in JavaScript as a data 
transformation library. This system is created using HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript languages. There are two websites built 
and used for testing, namely grade calculation website and 
cryptographic website. The parallelism that is done is 
Coarse-grain parallelism to the amount of data that is 
processed. 

Based on the results of testing the data transformation 
library on two testing websites using randomly generated 
data, it can be concluded that the implementation of 
ForkJoinPool method using Web Workers technology in 
JavaScript as a library of data transformation affecting the 
speed of data transformation. If the processing time of the 
transformation is too low, then the use of the data 

transformation library created could reduce the speed of data 
transformation. If the processing time of a transformation is 
large enough, the use of a data transformation library will 
increase the speed of data transformation. In addition, the 
data transformation function run by the library is self-defined 
by the library users. 
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